IEEE RTSI2017 1st IEEE Italy Section
WIE Affinity Group meeting

Modena – 13 September 2017

Programme

11.30 - Welcome - Tiziana Tambosso, General Co-chair of RTSI 2017 and IEEE Italy Section Chair

11.40 - Presentation of the IEEE WIE - Dajana Cassioli, Chair of the IEEE Italy Section WIE-AG

11.50 - Introduction of the new Board of IEEE Italy Section WIE-AG

Officers of the IEEE Italy Section WIE-AG:
Chair - Dajana CASSIOLI, Università dell’Aquila
Vice-Chair - Patrizia LAMBERTI, Università di Salerno
Treasurer - Angela Sara CACCIAPUOTI, Università di Napoli Federico II
Secretary - Cristina Emilia COSTA, FBK CREATE-NET di Trento.

12.05 - Motivations and Objectives of the IEEE Italy Section WIE-AG - Fiorella Lamberti, Communications Coordinator of the IEEE Italy Section WIE-AG

12.20 - Networking with other relevant associations

AICA - Women in ICT, Marina Cabrini
WeWomEngineers - Manuela Appendino, Biomedical Engineer & Founder of WWE
Women in AFCEA Rome Chapter - Fiorella Lamberti, Coordinator

12.45 - Discussion

13.00 - Conclusions